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Nice to see you!
ello, nice to meet you! Right now we have gone to the beach and
as you can see, and it is winter. There is snow and the sea is
frozen. Just in case we have not met before, let me introduce us.

From left to right (as the arrow points) it is first, me, the Professor. I am a
Scottish Deerhound. I want to know about everything, my nose is brilliant
at finding things. In the middle is Box-Head, who is an Irish Wolfhound.
He is chaotic and funny. Then there is Handsome, a noble Borzoi who
does not like to be touched by humans he does not know. He thinks he is
very clever. You may also remember Grandpa - Dog, but he suddenly got
ill and passed away from us. I told you about that in Book 3.
Right now we are at the beach which is one of my favorite places. As you
can see the snow is quite deep, our long legs almost seem to disappear in
all that snow.
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The sea is frozen, but we would not go in it anyway. The snow is much
more fun, it requires a lot of energy to race around when it is so deep.

We will be tired when we get home but for now I jump of joy!
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ur Human has taken us home from the beach now, we are tired,
but he seems excited about something. He has been busy on the
Bell-Thing the last few days, and he seems restless. That could
mean something is going to happen. I will better keep an eye and ear
open, even if I am tired after the walk to the beach and all the fun there.
Suddenly the Bell-Thing rings, and he picks it up and talks to it. There is
also another Bell in this house. A Door-Bell. For us dogs it is more fun. It
means visitors! The talk-Bell thing is more boring to us, but he only speaks
briefly this time. He gets even more restless now, and tells us to go into
the living room, where he seems to prepare some papers.
Then the Door-Bell rings! He rushes to the door and closes the door to
the living room, but I knew something was going to happen, I manage to
get through, I will not miss this! He opens.......
So, who is at the door? Wht will happen?

Of course you get the answers in the Professor's book!

Beauty and me. We start to play!

Box-Head and Beauty at the gate.
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The Treasure map
at-Mum's home is always a nice place to drop in. Sometimes, like
today, she knocks on the window to tell us that she has seen us,
and that we are meant to come in. Our Human has taken me
together with...What will Cat-Mum soon discover?
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At first she thinks she saw Handsome beside me from her window, but
then she gets all excited when we come into her kitchen and she realizes
that........ What does Cat Mum realize?
Cat-Mum is experienced with
dogs. Her husband who died
many years ago, was a police
officer and they had a German
Shepherd dog named Basker.
Cat-Mum often talks about
Basker.
Cat-Mum knows better than to
start to pet Beauty straight
away.
Instead she finds some goodies
for us. That is also a good thing
about visiting Cat Mum.
Beauty was a little nervous at
the start of our visit, but soon
she too finds it interesting.
We all love Cat-Mum
Then Cat-Mum talks about my clever nose, and that she wonders if....?
There is something she wants to show us. Cat-Mum has a lot of books.
She also used to work in a museum. Actually it was our local city museum
that is part of a large castle!
Then they get a treasure map, but what does that result in?
Do they really find a tresure?
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There is a hole in the ice. Beauty is in the cold water, and she can't get out
of the hole! She cries and cries. For a moment, nobody knows what to do.

If we go out we will end up in the same mess, but we must help Beauty!
They are out for a walk, a dog has broken trough the ice. What will they
do? Of course you will be told what happens

The Professor - Cat Mum's treasure map!
It is the fourth book in the series.
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Handsome has let Their Human arrange an experiment, a Shepherd dog
has drowned. But is it so bad as it sounds?

Humans and dogs will not sink to the bottom in water, but it is cold and
dangerous because we can't get out again. I hate to get my nice coat wet!

Box-Head, how could you ever say this is fun? Well let's get on with facts!
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Our Expedition
arly one morning I notice that something is different, our Human
behaves differently. Like when I went to the Animal Hospital. It's
different, because our Human seems to be in good mood. We get
something to eat, then we usually
all go out together, but this
morning he leaves me behind at
home, only taking the other dogs,
and I am left all alone at home. Of
course I object to such treatment.

I Howl!
What is going on? Why does he
only take them out, leaving me on
my own at home?

I howl again!
It is not that I do not like to be
alone at home. There is a good sofa
to sleep on, that is fine with me. It
is just that Our Human takes the
other dogs out to experience
something that I am missing out
on! Me, who wants to know about
everything!
So then, what is a sofa good for
when I can't really relax anyway?
At least I hope they can find their
way home again without my help.
An expedition without the Professor. Impossible! Where are they going?
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ood Morning! It was a nice night in the bed with Our Human.
Box-Head seems to have forgotten my maneuver, he is happy as
usual. I am all excited, because we will surely be going to CatMum today and show her the results of yesterday's scientific expedition.
Here Cat-Mum sees the result of the Professor' expedition.
Then she starts to explain!

Cat Mum says: "Now let's see what you've got there!"

Read the answers in: The Professor - Cat Mum's treasure map!
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Payable in € (EUR) https://www.amazon.de/dp/B01N90AT59
Payable in Kr (DKK) https://www.saxo.com/dk/the-professor-cat-mums-tresure-map_pdf_SX52102535
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